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Mr. Rod Gibson 	 12/6/76 
National Enquirer 
600 South East Coast Ave. 
Lantana, Fla. 53462 

dear rod, 

not demon runyon - some tendon pboblem in right arm. 

when last we spoke you wanted to see the declassified cia records on dullea cueing 
them in on how to evade the warren somniasion. 

this is my only dupe. appreciate return after you finish. two pages are stapled 
out of order in the attachaent. 

the masking was by the cia. 

you will notice the next to the bottom lire on nosenko, the last one here. 
nosenko is not mentioned in the warran report. 	said the reds suspected oswald 
was an american sleeper agent. no mention is, i think, thr bottom line. 

bearing on this there is the first page of a slawsoa memo of 3/12/64, partly 
masked. what is masked is helms asking the commission to hold off on nosenko. 

schweiker also did not mention nosenko's name. he is "N" in the schweiker report. 
none of thesfhose identities he hid are unknown. "D" is his report and in the 

enclosed helms 6/4/64 memo is one alvaredo ugarte. the border creamer is the gilberto 
lopez of the other attached reportS. 

the fbi has begun to unload the king files of which i spoke to you. they are 
making some. i am getting at least 20,000 plus pages, more i am sure in time. to 
date i have about 1500 pages plus about 2700 of the incise to its prosecution files, 
those it sent to memehis. ap had a piece on all the john willards they were looking; 
for. having been told so ao also reported the fbi had mai released 442 pages, as the 
story road because they are good guys and when they received requests under the act 
why naturally they complied. truth is they are kicking and screaming and still resist-
ing. this is my lawsuit only, an effort that began in 3/69. it was finally filed nicem 
more than a year ago. the hearings transcripts are three inches thick. an 10/8 they 
promised about a 44-week compliance period. neither we nor the judge agreed. there 
it rests. 

what is not known and i do not want to get around i do tell you on the chance 
it can lead to the kind of help i need on this. i have the cia in court and under Om 
compulsion to respond in a case in which it is not the respondent. i have a notion it 
does not like the vigor with whiob jim and i press in court and is opting leaser evils. 
i went for their king Mies long ago. nobody knew they had any. do they have them! but 
i do not want the nuts and ripoff artists to get on my back still another time and 
misuse what i get or beat me to my own work beaaese of all the time all the suing 
takes. they have asked for search fees much greater than the fbi charged me. had to 
give than $500 deposit. unless they are gypping they have a hell of a lot on files 
that are all secret and have not been leaked. my probkem, as usual, is paying all 
rhese costs. the search charge alone is 31,000. then there will be an added per-page 
xeroxing charge. i have no idea what i can promise to be in theses files. i can tell 
yoy i have not mentioned this to any reporter and until the bind gets tighter have 
no such plans. 

ex,,,,.we the typos. i have been at it 18 1/2 hours. lil says she rases you. 

beet, 


